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Opalesque Exclusive:Equity market neutral, L/S and quant strategies find most investor interest... [more]Matthias Knab, Opalesque for New Managers: The hedge fund industry is dynamic, comprising numerous strategies that attract varying degrees of interest over time. Various factors, such as capital market valuations, e
The Big Picture: New A&D fund to target needs for military innovation... [more]B. G., Opalesque Geneva for New Managers: 
The global military apparatus is transforming before ou
Opalesque Roundup: Fundamental equities long/short hedge funds up 6.28% in Q1: hedge fund news... [more]In the week ending April 05th 2024, a Goldman Sachs' prime brokerage report that tracks hedge funds globally revealed that hedge funds capped the first quarter with gains across different strategies, as a rally in stocks, some commodities and the dollar helped the industry weather a less shiny p
Macro hedge funds surge in March, post strongest quarter in over 20 years... [more]Opalesque Industry Update - Hedge funds extended the 1Q surge through March, led by Macro strategies, which posted its best month since March 2022 and its strongest quarter in over 20 years.
Industry-wide gains were driven by trend-following CTAs, Energy, Multi-Strategy, Healthcare, and Cryptocu
Hedge-fund headhunter says top talent wants more than money... [more]From Bloomberg: The hedge fund industry's biggest stars are looking beyond money when they plot their career moves, according to IDW Group founder and Chief Executive Officer Ilana Weinstein. 
After a year or two of guaranteed compensation in a new role, "you're out and you're on your own, so to
New Launches: Quinbrook closes $600m solar+storage 'continuation fund', Manulife finds opportunity for "premium secondary returns" with over $600m fund... [more]Quinbrook closes $600m solar+storage 'continuation fund'

Quinbrook Infrastructure Partners, a specialist global investment manager focused exclusively on the infrastructure needed for the energy transition today announced the successful closing of Quinbrook Valley of Fire Fund with $600
Mark Spitznagel insists he's no permabear... [more]From Fortune: Mark Spitznagel has developed a reputation as a pessimist over the years. But it's a distinction the co-founder and CIO of the private hedge fund Universa Investments has earned for good reason. 
When you warn, time and again, that the Federal Reserve has helped blow up the "greate
Institutional Investors: Louisiana Teachers earmarks $725m for alternatives, Texas Teachers assigns $152m to alternatives, Largest Australia pension fund says now is the time to buy private assets... [more]Louisiana Teachers earmarks $725m for alternatives

From PIonline.com: Louisiana Teachers' Retirement System, Baton Rouge, disclosed four new commitments totaling up to $725 million.
The $25.9 billion pension fund committed up to $400 million to open-end real estate fund TA Realty Co
Investing: Private credit investors weigh growing risks, Short selling is no easy way to make money, Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway ramps up ownership in Occidental... [more]Private credit investors weigh growing risks

From Asian Investor: Increasing competition for deals, and the challenges posed by high interest rates, could endanger returns for some in the sector.
Investors and consultants have raised concerns about growing risks for investors in pri
Crypto: Pantera Capital records 66% gain in Q1 for liquid crypto fund, Do Kwon lost to the SEC. The U.S. is piling up other crypto wins, too, Bitcoin has more room to run as Wall Street 'selling machine' generating huge demand for BTC, Did strong Bitcoin ETF demand kill Halving's potential bullish rally?... [more]Pantera Capital records 66% gain in Q1 for liquid crypto fund

From Daily Hodl: Crypto hedge fund Pantera Capital, which has over $5 billion in assets under management, has reportedly seen its Liquid Token Fund appreciate by 66% during Q1 2024.
Pantera Capital's $300 million crypto f
Commodity: Will the tech boom feed the commodity cycle?, The Gold market hunts for answers behind bullion's sudden surge... [more]Will the tech boom feed the commodity cycle?

From Financial Post: Like many things within financial markets, the link between commodities and the overall economy and global stock markets is a bit of a mystery.
As an example, it is generally understood that central banks raise rates 
Tech: Hedge fund's Miami technology head reveals best course to take at university, Investors in talks to help Elon Musk's xAI raise $3bn, adding to industry arms race... [more]Hedge fund's Miami technology head reveals best course to take at university

From eFinancial Careers: The advent of AI has caused a fierce debate over the future of tech jobs in finance. While most of it is around the relevance of coding as a skill, there are a lot of lingering question
U.S.: Biden slams Trump's fundraiser with 'hedge fund billionaires' just a week after star-studded NYC fundraiser... [more]From NY Post: President Biden taunted former president Donald Trump Saturday for his evening high-dollar fundraiser - dissing the "bunch of hedge fund billionaires" who were gathering in Florida to support him. 
"This campaign is Scranton versus Palm Beach," Biden said in a video posted to X. Mo
Europe: Ackman's Pershing Square plans $2bn Amsterdam fund listing, Riskiest junk bonds shunned in Europe on rising risk of default... [more]Ackman's Pershing Square plans $2bn Amsterdam fund listing

From Reuters: Pershing Square Holdings, a fund managed by activist investor Bill Ackman, hopes to raise $2 billion from a listing on the Euronext Amsterdam stock exchange, the company said in a statement on Monday.
The compa
MENA: Saudis scale back ambition for $1.5tn desert project Neom, Hong Kong fund managers set up shop in Middle East finance centres to seize opportunities, talent... [more]Saudis scale back ambition for $1.5tn desert project Neom

From Bloomberg: Saudi Arabia has scaled back its medium-term ambitions for the desert development of Neom, the biggest project within Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman's plans for diversifying the oil-dependent economy, according 
Asia: Goldman, BofA target Australian pensions for hedging business... [more]From Bloomberg: Wall Street banks are jostling for business from Australia's pension funds as the world's fastest-growing pool of retirement savings looks to hedge its chunky overseas investments. 
Bank of America Corp. hired industry veteran Scott Breakwell last month from Deutsche Bank AG to l
PE/VC: Private equity stakes unloaded at a discount as investors, PE sees potential resurgence in beauty deals... [more]Private equity stakes unloaded at a discount as investors

From FT: US institutional investors are selling more of their private equity holdings at a discount as they cut exposure to the illiquid asset class.
Led by pension funds and endowments, big investors sold 99 per cent of thei
Study: Private credit funds barely offer extra returns after fees, study shows... [more]From City Wire: Private debt funds barely offer any extra returns to investors, after accounting for fees paid to general partners and additional risks, the latest academic study shows. 
A paper published by the National Bureau of Economic Research found that the risk-adjusted return on $1 of ca
Family Offices: Family offices slow private equity investment... [more]From SP Global: Family offices have slowed investment in private equity on a median basis for two years, data from Preqin shows. Median allocation by family offices globally reached as high as 20% in 2021 and was 16% at the end of 2023.
The decrease results from a hesitancy to add more illiquid 
ESG: PRI publishes guide on nature for asset owners, ISSB prioritises support for companies implementing new sustainability standards, The positive power of sovereign wealth funds for ESG investment, ESG pioneer Mary Jane McQuillen says sector held to 'different standard'... [more]PRI publishes guide on nature for asset owners

From IPE: The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) has published a guide on nature for asset owners as part of its collaborative stewardship initiative on nature and biodiversity.
The guide comes as the group announced last year 
Activists: Sachem Head's Andy Stafman joins Twilio's board... [more]From CNBC: Twilio is a software and communications solutions company. Sachem Head was founded in 2013 by Scott Ferguson. On March 30, Sachem Head and Twilio entered into an agreement pursuant to which Andy J. Stafman, partner at Sachem Head, will join the board of directors.
Twilio is comprised 
News Briefs: 'Simply mind-boggling': world record temperature jump in Antarctic raises fears of catastrophe... [more]From The Guardian: On 18 March, 2022, scientists at the Concordia research station on the east Antarctic plateau documented a remarkable event. They recorded the largest jump in temperature ever measured at a meteorological centre on Earth. 
According to their instruments, the region that day ex
And, finally:   All the Luck... [more]From News of the Weird: A Pennsylvania shopper took home one heck of a gift-with-purchase: the cashier's diamond wedding ring. Cindy Tristani, a cashier at a Burlington in Uniontown, told WPXI-TV that she looked down during her shift and realized her ring was gone. 
Her co-workers joined her in 
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 The tech boom to further feed the commodity cycle
<i>Reprinted with the permission of the author, Tim Pickering, founder and CIO of Canada-based quantitative investment manager Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd.</i><p><br>

Like ma...» Full Story
 A tale of two regulators: The SEC and FCA address AI regulation for private funds
[image: ]By global law firm Proskauer Rose LLP.   


2023's excitement for generative artificial intelligence (AI) prompted the SEC to respond on multiple fronts - stump speeches, rulemaking, new exam priorities and sweeps and previewing potential enforcement actions. SEC Chair Gary Gensler raised concerns regardi...» Full Story
Equity market neutral, L/S and quant strategies find most investor interest
Matthias Knab, Opalesque for New Managers: The hedge fund industry is dynamic, comprising numerous strategies that attract varying degrees of interest over time. Various factors, such as capital marke...» Full Story
Opalesque Roundup: Fundamental equities long/short hedge funds up 6.28% in Q1: hedge fund news
In the week ending April 05th 2024, a Goldman Sachs' prime brokerage report that tracks hedge funds globally revealed that hedge funds capped the first quarter with gains across different strategi...» Full Story

Yesterday's and previous Exclusives
		All news from the past 24hrs »
	Get updates by RSS »
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 The road ahead for private equity: private funds and dealmaking
By: Brian Daly, Jason Daniel, Simon Ellis, Terence Rozier-Byrd Akin Gump

Fundraising's Effect on Dealmaking

Fundraising has been challenging over the past 12 months, primarily driven by the fact that distributions have slowed as a result of the lack of exit opportunities. For institutional inv.. » Full Story
	All news from the past 24hrs » 
	One month free trial subscription »
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Cliff Asness's list of cognitive dissonance instances 
[image: ]B. G., Opalesque Geneva: On the 1st of April, Cliff Asness, managing and founding principal of AQR, published an interesting ...
» Full Story
Macro hedge funds surge in March, post strongest quarter in over 20 years 
Opalesque Industry Update - Hedge funds extended the 1Q surge through March, led by Macro strategies, which posted its best month since March 2022 and its strongest quarter in
over 20 years. 
Industry...
» Full Story
SK Capital Partners wraps up sixth fund just under $3bn 
Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Buyout investor SK Capital Partners has announced the closing of its latest fund SK Capital Partners VI with $2.95 billion in commitments. The new fund, which is the latest...
» Full Story
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	 New Managers


 Editorial
Dear Opalesque Reader,

Welcome to the March issue of New Managers! 


In Bulletin, we have an update on the family office environment in Singapore which continues to expand.

In Profiles, we cover th...» Full Story
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	 Get updates by RSS »




	 





				

				
						
			
			
			
			
			
Latest Video

[image: Opalesque TV] 
[image: david-nazar-Ironshield-capital]Featuring: Ironshield Capital and David Nazar: How to build one of the longest, most successful track records in credit

Founded in 2007, London-based Ironshield Capital Management has one of the longest and most successful track records in credit investing, delivering equity-like returns whilst limiting drawdowns. The team is one of the most experi...» Watch the video 
	 More Videos  » 
	Subscribe to Video Feed »
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 New A&D fund to target needs for military innovation
[image: ]B. G., Opalesque Geneva for New Managers: 
The global military apparatus is transforming before our very eyes by using technology trends including artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, and the Internet of Things (IoT). For example, US-based start-up Hermeus is building a hypersonic jet that can tr.. » Full Story
	All stories » 
	One month free trial subscription »




	Round Table - The Bahamas


[image: Round Table - The Bahamas]
Securities Commission puts Bahamas at the forefront of global digital asset regulation
On July 10th, 1973, The Bahamas achieved a historic milestone by transitioning from a 300-year-long colony to an Independent Nation. As the country commemorates its 50th anniversary of independence, this Roundtable conversation starts with an examination of the factors that have elevated it to the forefront as an international financial center.
"Already back in 1936, The Bahamas was at the forefront of private wealth management, although we didn't use that exact term," says ...
» Download Current Issue (The Bahamas)
	Round Table Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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The Fraud Issue

Criminals continue to fleece high net-worth individuals and family offices through sophisticated scams that involve elaborate presentations, fake companies and websites, and fraudulent documents that appear credible.

We've documented three cases that describe the highly sophisticated, complex structures and cunningly designed processes which ultimately lead to straightforward investment fraud. This has
» Download Current Issue 
	Horizons Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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	 All



	 	 
	 




Opalesque has been publishing Technical Research (chart analysis) since April 2006. Opalesque Technical Research offers technical chart analysis with a global perspective on all major markets, including Equity Indices, Fixed Income, Currencies, and Commodities.

Opalesque Technical Research is unique compared to most available research which is fundamental in nature, and not technically (chart) oriented. In addition, most current available research is mainly equity based, and not global in nature. 


» Current Issue

	To view this chart and receive our Technical Research as PDF please subscribe here
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  »This week  »   This month »  Next month »All Events
	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds – Summer, New York
 »  Mon, 17 Jun 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...

	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds - Fall, New York
 »  Mon, 16 Sep 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...



	Display All Events » 
	Add your event here »
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